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In this paper we prove a theorem concerni Ig O-refinable mbeddings which unifies 
numerous results concerning b-refinability pri Rcipally by clarifyingconnections between 
spatis defined ii:l sequences of open. corers ss tisfy@ monotone type con&ions and 
spaa!s defined by sequenes of open carters a t%fyi.ng finite intersection type conditions. 
We make numerous appikations to spao+s sue 5 as p-spac@i and WA-spaw& 6fpa&ular 
interest are theorems concerning the dkrtinctic m between monotone typo!: of complete 
ness and &h-type completeness, A cwalhry of these is a charactergation of compbte 
Moo.re spaces RS the semicomplete Moore spat es which are @-refimably embedded in ,their 
Wallman compactifications. Some recvlts on e mbeddings in H-extensions are given. which 
elu&ate the nature of tech compbteisess. 
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P . Introduction 
A number sf significant topological 1/roperties are defined by means 
of sequences 9 of !pen coverint:s of” spa ces such that if G is a r~prd:sen- 
tative of $& i.e., fc l all 12 \G N, G, ?E gn, th.en G satisfies clertti conoli- 
tions. Examples of such properties are t!e~h completeness, developable 
space, p-space, quasi-complete rpace. 011 the other hand, these proper- 
ties have been sue-cessfully generalized r lespectivel$ 3ythose of hb+ipa& 
essentially ‘I, space having a base icrf countable alrdesJ &,qycfi$ and1 PC- 
space; ail of which involve in thleir a3 efjin itions mc~r.otonic::al 
sequences 9115 of open coverings such. th;.l,t &CPVU~~~ repres 
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(as opposed to representa,Lives having the finite inlersection property) 
satisfy certain conditions. There are other propert iies of these respective 
types which invoke subspaces mbedded in certain ways. The main pur- 
pose of this arti& is to define a concept of &rejkablle embedding and 
to prove a ~wincipal the&em involving it which permits a transition 
from sequences of the type W mentioned to thosti: of type $$ This theo- 
rem has numerous applicatiogls: for example, a&rtefinable Tychonoff 
space is a p-space if and only if it is a X,-space, and a semi-complete 
Moore space is a complete Moore space if and onl,r if it is 8-refinably 
embedded in its Wallman compactification. We pr:>ve these and many 
other applications in the article. 
The transition spoken of in the first paragraph :s exemplifi& by [2 1, 
Theorem31 which states that a space is developab:ie f and only if it is 
essentially T, , O-refinable and has a base of count :ztble order. Compari- 
son of the definition of developable space with the characterization of 
essentially T, spaces having bases of countable or#:ler [ 2 1, Theorem 21 
illustrates the point. To determine when spaces which are embedded in 
other spaces as sets of interior condensation are embedded as G,‘s uses 
the notion of O-refinable mbedding as opposedi tc:) simple B-refinability. 
This is brought out in detail below, 
The contents of the paper are as follows. In Section 2 we define O- 
refinable embedding and prove some theorems concerning it. 
theorem we prove in Sleetion 3. In Section 4 we present some relation- 
ships among p-spaces, WA-spaces, and /3,-spaces..VJe consider sets of in- 
krior condensation in Section 5, giving condition:s under whic,lt such sets 
are ‘G, sets. In Section 6 we discuss completeness.; the discussion involves 
&,-spaces, X,-spaces, tech completeness, completr: Aronszajn spaces, and 
complete Moore spaces. 
2. Preliminaries. 8-refinable mbedding 
The notation and usage resemble that of [ 12,171. Definitions not 
given here may be found in the references. Ifd is a collection, lJ SQ and 
n &’ denote its union and intersection, respectively. Thus U 9Q, is differ- 
ent fr9m U {s4 k : k E I). If F and A are sequencc:s, F’is called a represera- 
ta5v of A if and only if I”k E An for all n E . A, SequelIce (QnEN is 
called monstonicaZly contracting [4] if and only if for all yt E N, if 
x E C E en, then there exists C’ E: E!n+l such thai: x E C’ E 6: A Tyck~~ 
off space is a completely regular TO-space. The c;t,atement that M C X has 
property P locally means thalt fo eacl L x E M there exists open U Z X 
such that U (7 M has P and x E I”:;: 
nition. 1 A subspace M of a sl lace (X, r) is tbr~$bzabZy embedded 
d only if for every % G. r, if ?G covers M, then there exists a 
sequence (V i)icN of subcollections of r which cover M and refii~e V
such that ifzE (1 (t,JVi: in :I9 then some ‘L;E is fkidk at z’. 
2.2. Lemma. Lea (“)$i)iE* be 4s ,in Dqfinltion 2.1. Then theye exist se- 
quences (Mi)iEN and (W i)iEN such tl kat 
L=n{U~i:iEN)“Uiiirfi:iEN), 
each Mi is closed relative ts L, tk ral ge of (%QEN is the range of 
(v i)iEM* and, for each i E N, c31:Q isfbite at each paint Of 1’Mi. 
This lemma is easily proved (See [ 2 I, Remark p. 8241). 
The following 4 statements are alss easily proved. 
2.3. A space X is &refinable [ 2 t ] if i ind only if it is 8-refinably (embedded 
in itself (if ancl only if it is $0ref’iznabl y embedded in some space). 
2.4. If X is a hereditarily O-refinable space, then every subspace of it is 
8-refinablji embedded in it. 
2.5. If X is a O-refinable space amd I’M !G X is closed, then M i.s &refinably 
embedded inX. 
2.6. If X is &reflnably embeddl~!d irl 17 and U is open ir2 Y and X s u, 
then X is O-refinably emblelddec’l in 61 
2.7. Theorem. Suppose X is a srrlbpai~~*acomgQct2 space. Then X is G+$n- 
ably embedded in every space r”rz wh,kh it Js a 6, c&t. 
Proof. Let (X, 7) and (;Y, J/) be spat es such that X = 11,,,33,, where 
each D, E $. Let X be subpara,eom],,act and suppose ‘2 C $1 covers-X. 
’ This definition is mottbated by that of crhsoh ke &refinurbi!ity of [2$]. The papers 
contain results related to ihe results of Sectio n 6 bdow 
* This means that every open cover of X ‘hq a t rdiscrete r:lo ,Jed re%r,tme2t whach a 
early significant use is in [ 21; the terminology is that of [ 3 iV 
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Then 94’ = {U n X: U E Cu ) covers X, so there ea,ists a refinement 
Y=U HEM ?F,, of W such that each yn is a discrete collection of closed 
sets relative to (X, r). For each az and FE gn there exists a closed K,, F 
in Y such that U (Ta \ (F}) = X n R,, . For each F E yn there exists 
& E 3e such that F G lJF. Eet I/F 5 (Up \ K, F) n D,. Also there exists 
a closed K, in r such that Kn r‘l X = IU Tn. Fo; each n, let 
czl,={V’:F~ Y’Jw ((UnD,)\K,AWJt). . 
Then each vn G I), covers X, and refines 3(. Alsc, fI { U Vn: n E N} = Xl 
If TC E X, there exist n and FE 3;1 such that x E 1: Clearly V’ is the 
only zlement of v, that contains x. 0 
The next theorem was stated in [22]. We state it for comparison with 
2.7 z tnd fo; use in 6.13. Paracompactness implies lno additional separa- 
tion 
2.8. Theorem. Suppose X is a paracompact space idense in a space (Y, $). 
If ?1 c J/ covers X, then there exists VC $ whiclb covers X, refines 31, 
and for every y E U C’V there exists D E 3/ containing y such that D does 
not meet infinitely many elements of V. 
Proof. If Cu E $ covers X, there exists c19 C, $ such that { W n X: W E QJ } 
is a locally finite in X refinement of (U IT X: U E 3c ). Since for each 
WE Q-9 there is U, E Zc such that W n X G Uw we may assume that 
9# refines tU . For each x E X there is D, E $ which contains x and does 
not intersect infinitely many elements of {W n A: W E W }. Let 
V=U(D,:n:EX},andlet ?I={Vn W: WEcks).ClearlyvE$and 
CO~H;, X. Suppose y E 11 CI? For some x E X, y E Dxa Since D, n W n 
n V#qMandonlyifD,nXn Wn V+#(by~:hedensityofXinY) 
it follows that D, does not intersect infinitely rnllny elements of cks. 
(Take c3 so t&t w, w’ f c3 implies w n x # w’ n ,x. ) q 
2.9. Corollary. If X is a paracompact space, then (W is O-refinably em- 
bedded in every space in which it is dense. 
he main theorem 
hcorem. Suppose (X, 7) is a topological space, ( s$)~~++~ is a mono- 
lly contracting sequence z&collections G,f r, and (Mi)iEpI is a 
sequerzce satisfying for each k 
Proof. Using the technique of proof o r [ 17, Lemma 2.11 it may be seen 
that there exists a sequence (CW, )nEN of well-ordered collectiJons uch 
thatforeachn,W, C, d,, 19 W,t = UsQ,,andifj<n,xE 1?W,,,and 
IV and IV’ are the first elements of W and Wn respectively that contain 
x, then W’ 5 W. 
d 
(I) These exist sequences (gi)ic;iN 3 a n.ti for each II E N, sequences 
(v nihEN and (Mni)iEN satisfying ffor I:ach k E N the conditions: 
( l)p & refines 91k and covers .!I&. 
(2)k Each G E $$k contains xk, c: E Mk such tha: the first element #of 
W k that contains Xk,G includes (5;‘. 
(3)k (vkj)jeN is a sequence of [Dpen refinements lof C& which cover 
Mk* 
(4)k If k > 1 and G E $& then G E u ‘vmi for ah ~2, j SUCh that 
1~5~2,j0k---l. 
(s), n (u vki: j f N) s ‘IJ {M,,i: j 4, N], where ear/h M,kj is closed in 
n (u ?Qj. l j E N) and each ‘Ykj it; finj te at WkX’y point of Mkj. 
(6), suppose G E Sk and i,j <: k. Then if xk G E Mij, then G ills $1 sub- 
set of every element of Vii that c0ntkns Xk G. , ’ If Xk G # Mij, then ,
G n Mij =Q1. 
The sequences will be obtained by ltransfinite recursion and ordinary 
induction. Assume r is well ordered. Let 
9 1 = (W E WI: for some x EM,, 1W is the first element of WI that 
contains X) . 
Let gl be a well ordering of M, rmd f ‘rrr each G E 9 1 let xk f; be the first 
element of M 1 that is in G but mt. in any predecessor of G: Then ( 
and (2), hold. Since Fk?, is 8-refim~~biy embedded in U WI, there e:xist, 
by 2.2, sequences (VU)jENp (ikllj:):~EN 
(4) l and (6), are vacuously satis t’ie~. 
F at isfying (3)1 and (5) i. Conditions ’ 
Suppose sequences exist satisfkg [ l)n - ( 6)tr for 1 < n <: k 
well orders Mk. Define: a well orc:Ieiirinl: ¶!& +1 on Mk+, by x 
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only if x = y or x + y and if W and W’ are the first Islements of Wk+1 
that contain x and y respectively, then either (a) W precedes W’ or (5) 
W = W' and x4;, y. Consider Mk+l as ordered by ,k+l. Suppose x E Mk+b 
s(x) is the initial segment of Mk+l determined by x, and f : s(x) + ;=. If 
there exists x’ E A$.,, such that x’< R,+l x and x E i’(x’), then define f(t) 
as t( y), where y is the first such x’. Suppose that nl:, such x’ exists and 
that W is the first element of Wk+p that containsx. If there exist 
i,j < k + 1 with x E Mij, let V denote the intersecticrn of all elements of 
33 ij that contain x for all such i and j. If there are a one, let V = X. For 
each i,j < k + 1 let Fij be a closed subset of X such i&at 
Let 
Let 
g+ {u wmj: 1~ m,j< k) . 
Since Mk* I S .Mk, it follows that x E 2. Let f(t) de:note the first E E T 
SuchthatxEEcA n Wn WnZ. 
A standard transfinite recursion theorem implies the existence of 
h %*I -+ T such that h(x) =f(h I s(x)). Let (dk+l (l(enote the range of h. 
For each G E $&+l et x~+~,~ denote the first y E Ark+1 such that 
h(v) = G. If?< k+l xk+l,i; 9 then x~+~ G $ h(x’) by the definition off: 
Therefore G C W, where W is 4he first’elem.ent of Wk+, containing x~+~ (;.
Thus ( l),,, and (2)k+l are valid. The use of 2 in thl:> definition off shovk 
that (4)k+l holds. Because M k+l is &refinably embeldded in lJ J$+~ and 
s ;;+I covers &+I, there exist, by 2.2, a sequence (?19~+~,~)~~,, and a se- 
quence (Mk+ij)jrN such that (3)k+l and (5)k+l are :!;atisfied. Suppose 
G E $$k+l. If ++!,C E .&Ii for some i,li < k + 1, then G is a subset of 
every element of ClDii that contains Q+~ G . If i,j < k + 1 and Xk+l,G #My, 
then G’ n Mii = $ because G !!E X \ Q. fhus (6)k+l :is proved. Statement 
I follows by induction. 
Suppose (G&, is a representative of (Q&,, and x E f7 {Gk: MN}. 
r all m,; < k. Therefore x E II { u WkjZ j E N) for 
, by (Q, there is j E N sul;:h that x E Mkj. Let 
!q*iJence ni)iFN SU& that for i > 1, 
let 
c,F’, where k e Z:i;i Hi. For each i, 
fi := Ej=l ni. If i > 1, tthen G, intersects Mri and thus is a subset of 
every member of WQ_ r,ni’ t at c:snt aim; x ti, ($1 i-1 denote the COL 
lection Of all elements of ‘~ti_ 1,,ni that in Au& some, Gk for k > fi* Since 
each member of ‘34,__1 contains x, c12,_1 is finite. By (3),,, there is a 
function C such that for each Q E 92,,, (I(Q) E 9ti 1 ad C(Qj II @ 
Let 3ci__r = (C(Q): Q E Wi_1,). Suppose i > 1 and i E 3ci* Since Z~Z 8ti, 
t i-1 < fi, and Izi < tip it follows from (6)ti that 1: is ;a subset of every 
element Of clgti_ l,ni that contains Xti,_K . s me K inch&% mm? Gk for 
k 3 ti it follows that K is a subset of some members of Wi_r and thus 
there is K’ E Xi-1 with M 5 K’, By K.finig ‘s lemma tlhere is a decreasing 
representative tKi)GN of (CKi)i,=N. LH Xi denote Xtilayi‘ Because iI< I+, 
the first element of Cwi that contains Xi includes Ki, By [ 17, Lemma 2.21 
(or see [ 2 1, Theorem 11) there is a dl::cre; ising represewtative (A i)iFN of 
(Wi)feN (thus of (Ai)ieN) SUCK that eat k Ai is the first element ~9 Wi 
that includes a term of (KijieN, !5nce (Mi)iEBi is decreasing, if n E N, 
there exists j > n such that A Tc 2 I$. :Sinc e.AIj inc:iudles a member of %$ 
it includes a 6, for some m 2 j. h3 
4. &-spaces and p-spaces 
4.1. kfinition [ 121. k space X is a &-spd ce if and only if there exists a 
monotonically contracting sequence isp M InEN such that: 
( 1) E,;dch An is an open covering of X. 
(2) If (An&N is a decreasing represenl ative of ( $fn)ficN, then if 
fI (A-,: n E N) # @, it is countably crwnpa ct and {A,: n E N} converges 
to it. 
4.2. Thorem. A 7 ckc-off thv,fhat,le SJ lace is a pspacc if and only if 
it is the union of open sets which are &-qxzces. 
Proof. Suppose X is a kefinabl’e (3,-s]pace, There exists a sequence 
( LQQ, )~EN as in 4.1 which satisks the hyy:~otb.esis of Theorem 3.1 taking 
each Mk: = X. Thus there is a sequence ( 9 ,&PJ satisfying the conclusions 
of 3.1 and, using regckity, we rnay re:qu;;re that cj !C, Al, in the last 
statement of 3.1. Suppose (G,)trEN is ;a relpresentative of ($J~,=N .and 
x E ,4% {G,: n G N). There is a d:ecreasing r@epresen+,ative (-4n)nEN of 
(.QBrJkl, such that for each n there existsI Gj !L A, for some j > 11. Thus 
,n {C,: IV E N) C_ IB {A,: pa E N]t. By 41.1., I”i(A,: n E Nl- is countably 
compact and, s)ince X is &refinable, it is c lompact [ 2 1.1” Thus (I( l?j,l, : iv 
is compact. suppose xk 6% ft (G’,: 1 <I ,irl < k) IPor eac:h k: 5 N. For eat 
there exists I, 2 n such that xjA e A,,, By 4.1, the sequence 
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a cluster paint. Thua .ithe condditions (a), (b) olr [4, Theorem 1.3] are 
satisfied. Thus, if X is Tycho:noff, then X is a p-space. If X is the union of 
open 8,.subspaces, then X is a P,-space [ZO]. This completes the proof. 0 
4.A Remark. The prolof shows that every &re,finabEe &-space satisfies 
Burke’s sequewe conditions (a) and (b) (no sl:paration is assumed) [ 41, 
Moreover, it is easy to see that a regudarr space satisfying (a) and (b) i,r a 
&-spa 3e. 
4.4. Theorem. A regular wA-:rpace is a @paw. 
Proof. Clear. q 
From this and Theorem 4.12 we add lines (d), (e) and (f) in 4.5; (all, 
(b) and (c) are from [ 4, Theorem 1.71. 
4.5. Theorem. If X is a &refinable ~yclzonoff :3 space, the following me 
equivalent: 
(a) X is a p-space. 
(b) X is a strict p-st;~ce. 
(c) X is a w&pace I 
(d) X is locally a p.vpace (or wA-space). 
(e) X is localill;v a &space. 
(f) X is a &-space. 
4.4. Theorem. There exists a 7jxhonoff &-space *which is neither a 
I;-space nor a w A-spme. 
Proof. Burke [4] constructed a T2 !ocally compact p-space X not a WA- 
space and a countably compact Tychonoff w.&-space Y not a p-space. 
The space X X Y is the! desired &-space. Thesl:)ace X @ Y (topological 
sum) is another example. 
5. Sets of interior condensarion and C,-sets 
eilinition [ M]. A subset M of a space X is a set of interior c;,onden- 
sation in X and only if ?:here xi.sts a sequence I(An :;uch that: 
3 This requirament m&y bc relaxed to regularity if we use the conditic ms of lBuake to define 
p-space as in 4.3. 
( 1) each dn is an open covering 1 G’M a.nd if x E 
then there is A’ ii dn+i s&h that :: f A’ G A, 
n A and A E A,, 
C2) iF CA n)nElq is a decreasing 7ep resentative of ( 94JnE 
Such sets have proved to b,: appropriate generakations of G&-sets in 
the development of theories general izing those: of Moore and rnetrizable 
sIpaces [ 13,14,16,117 I]. 
5.2. Theorem. If lb.:1 is a &refinal!) Y c mbedded set of in teriow coiYdensatiou 
in a space X9 then M is a G, set irk XI 
Proof. There exists a sequence JJQ re dative to M’ and X as in 5.1. It m3y be 
assumed that 11 A,*+1 C, !J d, f’or al 1 n, By 2.6, A4 is kefinably embedded 
in each U dn . Therefore there is a slzquence 9 related to A: as iih 3.1 
whose terms are open covers of M. 5 luppose 2Ff n (U $jn: n E EK}. There 
e:xists a representative G of $j such t hat z E n rlcN G,. Thus there iis a de- 
creasing repreqenta’rive A of d such that z E fl ,,*EN A,. Hence z E M, Cl 
5.3. Theorem. Suppose X is a kredi rar,ily t?-reJff,nable spac.7. Then, if M 
is locally a set of interior condensati 3n in X, then M is a G, set in X. 
Proof. If M is locally a set of interiolll condensat:i:on in X, then it is a set 
of interior condensation in X (;cr:e [Z 01). The theorem follows from 2.4 
a.nd Y.2. 
5; &‘G . Corollary. [ 13 1. In de;~&palbl’e s ,paces, sets of interior coudensatior: 
arc7 G, sets. 
5’2. Examples. There exist T2 tx) mpuct qpaces X having dtznse subsets M 
which are sets of interior conde,usat(ic,n irz X but not G, wts in J/i;‘. 
Proof. Let Z be the: union of the set l;Df non-limit ordinals < o.t and. tha 
set of limis of limit crdinals < ~91~. w lith the order topolog:y. Then Z is 
not Tech complete.. 7’1~~ set 2 is it set of interior eondensaition i the 
space or with the order topologjt (W e consider (I+ as a set as in [8]). 
This follows from &6 ;and the farA: Cat every subspace of the spaice We 
has a X-base [ 17, ‘Theorem 3.81. Clearly i? is a set of interior condensa- 
tion in 02 = 0 1 C 1 ) but is not a Gt;; in it ai 
Theorem 4 of [ 161 shows that: me ry Tychonoff rzon~~ech-coImp:etg. 
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open continuous image of a tech-complete space also provides an ex- 
ample. A particular instance is the example of [ 10, Theorem 91 (See 6.16). 
56. Theorem. If X is a &refinable space and M is a closed set which is 
locally a set of interior condensation in X, then M is a G, set in X. 
roof. This is clear from 2.5,5.2, and [20]. 
5.7, Theorem. !f a e-refinable X has a diagonal which is a set of interior 
condensation [ 141, then it has a G6 -diagonal. 
Proof. In f 14 ] it is shown that a space X has a diagonal which is a set of 
interior condensation if and only if it has al monotonically contracting 
sequence d of open covers uch that if A is a decreasing representative 
ofsQ,thenxEn(A,:nEN)imp~ies{x)=n(A,:nEP~).SinceXis 
B-refinably embedded in U &, for each 11, Theorem 3.1 shows that there 
is a sequence 9 of open covers of X such that if G is a representative of
8, then if k E n (G,: n E N) then (x) -= f’l {G,: n E N}. This shows that 
X has aG, -diagonal [S]. 
6. Monotone completeness, tech compk~teness, and O-refinable 
embedding 
We apply 3.1 here to obtain a sufficient condition that a topological 
structure with a type of monotone completeness (X,-space) implies a 
condition equivalent with tech completeness in the context of Tychon- 
off spaces. From this we get a characterization of complete Moore spaces 
in terms of complete Aronszajn spaces. 
efinition [ 121. A space X is a X,-space (+,-space) if and only if 
xists a monotonically contracting sequence (g,),,N such that: 
(1) Each c10, is an open covering of X 
N is a decreasing representaltive of (g,&N, then 
is non-empty, countably compact (compact), and 
nverges to it. 
A proof of the following theorem may be obtained fro 
[ 12, Lemma 2.13 (more detail will appear in [ 191). 
he proof of 
6.2. efiruition. If (!E , <) is a we.il-or dered cailection of sets, then for 
each IV E 92::) Pet p(U’, iZ ) denote -(JK z it: IV’ E Z and IV’ <: W implies 
x 4 IV’}. 
6.3. eonm. An emntially ilpac ,a X is a X,-space (hLb-spwe) ij’arirJ 
onZy if there exists a ,xqumce c f 1 veil-or&red open coves of X such 
that: 
(1) For each n E PJ: ‘. 
(a) HE at, implim iha/- p(H, Zln) f tjb. 
(b) If j <I n and p(H, W,,) IT p(M’, 9$) + &, then H c H’. 
(2) If H iis a sequewe such tha,! for* each n E N, H, ~-91,~ and 
PC&, g,l n PW,,,~!, sK,+$ # t#i, tha I $i {if&, : n E N} is non-empty, 
countably compact (cornpact), md { f$ : n f N) converges to it. 
6.3. Definition [ 71. An H-extemim elf a space X is ;a space Y stiL:h that 
X is dense is Y and in x E .K and Jo E Y \ X, then there exist disjoint open 
sets CT, V in Y such tha,t x E U and J’ 15 I? 
This terminology is due to T.R. James. The paper [7] contains an 
analysis of this and related concepts involved in general completeness 
structures including p-spaces and +vA spaces. We thank Mr. James for 
valuable discussions on this topic. 
6.5. If X is a regular TO spa\ce, then the Wallman compactification WX 
of X is a compact H-extension of X., 
(We use a form of UX such that X is a dense subspace of cdX. 11, 
6.6. Thewem. A t? emential,fy T1 XI,-splaces is a set o#niterlor corrdensa- 
tion in each of its El-extensions. 
Proof. Let X be an essemially T, &,,-s];Iace, and let 9V be a sequence as 
in 6.3. For each n C: IV, let 
s+$ = (l ‘: U is open in 11’ ar d there exists H E 81, suchi, that 
f n X C .H land (E7 n p(H, srl,) # 6) I 
Then SB is a mono; 3nically contracting sequence of X in Y, i.e., .!d satis- 
1) of 5.1, where X replaces ZK and Y replaces X. For, 
x E X n A, then there exists f1 E ‘x,, :, such that x E p(hi, 
is an open U in Y suc”~ thal!: U n X E= K Therefore x E A n U’ E gfn+l. 
Suppose A is a decreasing represen.tati Ire of SQ and y E n nEN A,,. &Ch 
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A, n X contains a z such that A, n X is a subset of the first element of 
5Z, that contains z. By [ 17, Lemma 2.2] there is a sequence H such that, 
for each $1 E N, Pm is the first element of Rn that includes a term of 
(A ri n X)nEN. It mliy be shown that N satisfies the hypothesis of (2) of 
6.3 and therefore its ;2snclusion. It follov~s (see, e.g., [ 12, Lemma 5. ‘I 1) 
is compact, non-empty, and if U is open and B C U, then some 
A, n X E C! Suppose y 4 X. Since Y is an H-extension, there exists a 
Y-open V 2 P such that y $ cl, V. Thus some A, n X C W. Since 
y E cl,A, = cly (A, n X), this involves a contradiction. U 
6.7. Theorem. If X is an essentially T, Qsaace which is 6-refinably Irm- 
bedded in an H-extension Y of X, then X & a G, set in 1’. 
Proof. By 6.6, X is a set of interior condensation in Y. By 5.2, X is a G&l 
The next theorem generalizes [ 16, Theorem 41. 
6,s. ‘Theorem. Suppose X is a regular TO space. Then the following are 
equivalent : 
(a) X is a ser of interio p condensation iirl some (equivalently, in every) 
compact H-extension of X. 
(b) X is a Xb-space. 
(c) X is an open continuous image of a paracompact Cech-compkte 
space. 
(d) X is an open couatinuous image of a space which is the union of 
open tech complete spaces. 
Proof. (c) and (d) are equivalent by [ 16, Theorem 4 I* (b) and (c) are 
equivalent by [ 12, Theorem 4.51. (b) implies (a) by 6*6. That (a) implies 
(b) may be proved by modifying the proof of [ 16, Th.eorem 3Ia 
In order to study relations to tech completeness and its gener Aizations 
we rest&e an intrinsic characterization of tech compneteness due to 
Arhangel’skii [ 1 ]. An analogous characterization due to rolik (con;lp/ete 
NO-systera, [6, Def. 2.21) could be used as effectively.. The main purpose 
is to avoid the restriction to Tychonoff spaces in subsequent theorems. 
efinition [ 1 ]. A sequence 9 of open covers of a space X is cahed 
an w-system for X if and only if., if 5 r is a collection of sets with the 
finite intersection property such tha-: for int’initely many n E 
exist G E 9n and FE F with F 5; G, then {ii: A E kf) # $. 
By modifying slightly the proof 0”’ [ 1, Theorem 11, the following may 
be proved. 
6.10. Theorem. A regular TO space 2’ has an -system if and only if it is 
a G, in some (equivalently, in ewy) compact H-extension of X. 
6.11. Theorem. If X is a .*egular T, il zductively open continuous image 
of a regular X,-space, the&la if X is 8-r Ffinably embedded in some compact 
H-extension Y, it has an N-syssem. 
Proof. By [ 12, Theorem 4.31, .Y is a regular T, &-space. Since X is 9- 
refinable, X is a &-space since counl ably compact sets are compact in 
such spaces. Theorem 6.f shows that X is a G, irz Y and thus 6. lo! im- 
plies the result. n 
The above theorem generalizes a I esult of TiPrlohoviE [ 111 on open 
mappings of spaces with (;+systems. 
6.12. Corollary. If X is a ITychonoff inductively open con!inuous image 
of a regular TO &,-space, and X ,LY 9-r efinably embedded in ,8X, it-hen X .# 
is tech complete. 
6.13. Corollary [ 9,231. Ij’X is a T2 1 laracompact open continuous imlurge 
of a tech-complete space, then X is tech cc :nplete. 
Proof. The result follows from 6.12 and 2.9.0 
6.14. Example. The space ‘wl is a &h-complete space which is nt;,t 8- 
refinably embedded in arty space. 
We now make applicaC,ian to Moe: re spaces. 
6.15. Theorem. A regula:* To splzce 1’f having a X-base (i.e., rz complete 
Aironszajn space [ 171) is Q cwnplete~ we space if and onZy if’it is 
B-refinably embedded in its Wal’lmailz compw:ificatio~~ LY ” 
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Proof, Necessity. Every complete Moore space is subparacompact and 
has an o-system. Therefore by 2.7, 6.5 and 6,10 it _is kefinably em- 
bedded in OX. 
Stkjpfi&racy. Since a regular To space having a k-base is a &,-space 
[ % 2, II 71; A,S, 6,? and 6.10 imply that X has an o-system. Because X
is &ref&ble, X is a Moore space [2 1, Theorem I3]. Hence X is a calm- 
glete Moore space. Cl 
A semi-complete or Rudin-complete Moore space is one satisfying 
[ 10, Axiom l”]. This is equivalent to being a Moore space with a mono- 
tonically complete b&e [ 15, p. 8 133. 
.6&i. Corollary~ A semi-complete Moore space X is a complete Moore 
space if and only if it is 8-refinably embedded in WX (equivalently, if 
and only if it is tl-refinably embedded in every one of its H-extensions). 
6.17. Theorem. A space X is a complete Moore space if and only if 
(1) X is a regular TO XC-space, 
(2) the diagonal of X is a set of interior condensation, 
(qj X JS &refinablj embedded in uX. 
Proof. This follows from 6.15 and the result of [ PI] that a regular T0 
X,-space having as diagonal aset of interior condensation has a ia-base.U 
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